
Letter from Rodolfo Marusi Guareschi to Moqdtada Al Sadr. 

Najhaf, 20 May 2004. 

Dear Moqtada Al Sadr. 

I am Rodolfo Marusi Guareschi, born in Italy. I represent the Republic of the Earth, 
the worldwide government that will be elected directly by the inhabitants of the 
planet. I am president of Holos Holding S.A., which is promoting a program to face 
the most urgent and felt problems of humanity. 

I am here in Iraq to understand how I could help the Iraqi People to obtain freedom, 
democracy, justice and prosperity. I think there is a way to fight any kind of 
occupation, terrorism and violence. 

To obtain this result, I ask you to communicate to the world a strong message in 
order to obtain a great effect and to undertake the responsibility, in the name of the 
majority of the exponents of your people, to refuse violence as means to solve 
problems. I ask you to orient your will and power towards fighting any kind of 
terrorism from any part it comes from. 

I commit myself to make the world know your intentions, particularly to the west. I 
am convinced that the world's public opinion will support the rights of the Iraqis. 

I ask you to believe that the peoples will manage to convince their governments to 
retire from Iraq. 

And I ask you to be patient en regard of the eventual accidents that will be able to 
happen in this period, because even peace has its cost. 

Peace be with you. 

Rodolfo Marusi Guareschi 

 

Thursday, 20 May 2004 

Would you please reply by written letter to the following points that have been 
discussed and agreed together with your official spokesman, Sheik Kaiss El Khozaali: 

That you are not trying to make a civil war brake out in Iraq. 

That you are not trying to divide the Iraqi People. 

That you are not against disarmament - dropping resistance - holding in 
consideration that this is not the only way to repel occupation. 

That you declare solemnly to the world to commit yourself to fight against any kind 
of terrorism. 

Rodolfo Marusi Guareschi 

 

Literal translation of the letter dated 22 May 2004 from Moqtada Al Sadr to Rodolfo 
Marusi Guareschi. 

Thursday, 22 May 2004 

MY REPLY TO YOU 

1) All those who are in Iraq are my brothers, I will remain by them holding their 
hands to safeguard Iraq from the darkness of occupation and take them to the light 
of freedom and independence. The more the darkness of the night will remain, the 
more the reflex of light will be awaited. And as the poet says «time will come for 
night to disappear and for ties to undo». This will happen if the people wants it. I 
think that the people's will is the highest one after the one of God. The people's will 
is higher than the will of the governors no matter whoever they are and I consider 



myself a person from the people that I will have to lead towards safeguard and 
peace, if God will help me to do so. 

2) Whoever tries to divide the Iraqi people is considered my enemy and its enemy. 
To the army of the dark night, that is to the English-American Fascist occupation, 
servant of Israel, an ill fate of deep suffering. And what can we say of that terrorist 
organisation that has unluckily changed the celest religion in terrorism. I have 
always tried and I am still trying to unite Iraq, to create unified international 
congresses to group together the Iraqi Arab forces in their entirety. I do not 
distinguish Arabs, from Kurds, from Sunnites and Shiites, but unluckily they are all 
synonymous that the enemy tries to use to divide us all one from the other. 

3) The Country is my Country, the sacred places are my sacred places, the 
benchmarks are my benchmarks I follow and I depend from, my Country is of my 
right, its protection and the protection of sacred things is part of my duties, and the 
occupying enemy is here by my side, he does not believe in what I do, he attacks 
them, their defence is part of my duties that can not be anything else than with 
weapons, but I will not attack. I desire peace for my Country; I desire freedom and 
democracy for my People. I desire we all got up and opened a new white shining 
page for Iraqis, far away from cutting heads off, from violence on women, from 
forcing men to lie and to do the forbidden things, far away from occupation. There is 
neither freedom nor democracy with occupation. 

In any case, I have called for one year to the resistance that has not given its fruit 
against the occupying countries, the occupying people that have violated the Iraqi 
People, that have taken away its word, its benchmarks and we will not talk about 
what they did in Karbalà the tenth of the month of MUHARRAM (2 March 2004). The 
evidence is that when the security administrator was visiting us, nothing happened, 
but the occupying people attacked the demonstrators, killing, persecuting and 
exterminating people to death with armoured tanks and hits, and so I should stay 
quite? No, my religion does not allow me to do so; you have to protect your family, 
your assets, your honour and your house with everything you have at your disposal. 

4) Terrorism is the fruit of the damned trio, America, Great Britain and Israel, its 
them that inject it and make it grow due to their acting, facts and wars. Terrorism 
cannot be fought with terrorism, there are thousands of means but America only 
used terrorism that only increases terrorism, and what can you pretend from war's 
son if not terrorism. This is a war that is not anything else than a war against Islam, 
the evidences are many, all the Countries where wars have been provoked or where 
wars have been increased are Muslim Countries, where convictions battled, like the 
Jihad, the Zakat (charity), the prohibition to eat pig meat, the prohibition to drink 
alcoholic drinks, to spread and make acts and facts of shame and sacrilege. 

I swear in front of God to fight terrorism which is deceit on earth, to fight shames 
and to send away all the evil bearer souls, I am convinced that the free person is 
that who is able to free its soul from evil and to obey God and its Prophet. 

22 May 2004 

Office of the Martyr Sir. 

Stamp and signature of Moktadaa' Al Sadr 

 











Letter dated 24 May 2004 from Rodolfo Marusi Guareschi to the Council of the Wise 
of Baghdad (Ulema Sunnites Council). 

My name is Rodolfo Marusi Guareschi. I was born in Italy. 

I am the president of Holos Holding, a company that holds enterprises in more than 
two hundred countries and that promotes Holos Global System, a program of thirty 
initiatives to face the most felt and urgent problems of humanity (energy, water, 
food, health, culture, information, education, economy, politics, etc.) which has been 
addressed 12,500 billions USD. 

One of the initiatives of the Holos Global System Program is the Republic of the 
Earth, a worldwide government directly elected by the inhabitants of the planet. 

As representative of the Republic of the Earth I am here in Iraq to understand how 
we can help the Iraqi people to achieve freedom, justice, democracy and well-being. 

To obtain this result, I think it is necessary that the religious authorities and that the 
exponents of the majority of the Iraqi people should unite and undersign a 
declaration stating that: 

1) they thank all those who intervened to allow Iraq to become a democratic 
state; 

2) they accept the «Transitional Administrative Law for Iraq» that will remain 
valid until the election of a democratic government; 

3) they undertake the responsibility to make the aforesaid law be implemented 
without the need of the current or future controllers; 

4) they commit to use force only for defence and public order reasons; 

5) they commit to fight terrorism and violence under any shape and from any 
part it comes from. 

If this statement is undersigned in unitary way from the exponents of the Iraqi 
society, we will arrange for the armed forces that currently occupy Iraq to leave its 
territory and that no one else will take their place, so that Iraq will achieve 
democracy in full freedom and according to the will of its people. 

We will make everyone know the truth about what has happened here and we will 
explain to the peoples and to the political movements of all Countries, that it would 
be better if the governments of the coalition withdrawal their armed forces from 
Iraq. 

To do so we need a unique referent, an Iraqi person named by all those who 
underwrite the aforesaid statement. 

We can also commit to make the Americans and their allied understand that it would 
be better if they retired from Iraq: 

1) the 28th of May 2004, they could declare that it could be better to withdrawal 
armed forces from Iraq; 

2) just after they could leave the towns and retire in their bases; 

3) before the 30th of June 2004, they could declare they will leave the Iraqi 
territory; 

4) beginning from the 10th of July 2004 in 2/3 months they should leave Iraq. 

What's left of this plan has been verbally told to your representatives. 

Rodolfo Marusi Guareschi 










